A. Semantic segmentation experiment

We furthermore verify the advantage of using rotated bounding boxes for downstream task such as semantic segmentation. An experiment was conducted comparing semantic segmentation using crops with rotated ground truth bounding box versus axis-aligned ground truth bounding box. We use a segmentation model deeplab [1]. The results in table C1 show that the model trained using rotated crops significantly outperforms the alternate in both IOU and pixel-wise accuracy. A potential contributing factor to this is that rotated bounding boxes have a tighter object representation.

B. Examples of banana images

We include some banana images in Figure B1 to show why rotated detection is superior to axis-aligned detection. It is also clear to see why rotated annotation is more expensive.

C. KCR design insight

The first instinct we have to solve a weakly-supervised problem for rotated detection is to base the approach on the saliency image derived from the feature map combined with some heuristic extraction to compute the orientation of the box. But such heuristic-based method often suffers from generality. It might work well on one dataset with significant effort, but fails on a different dataset. We have also spent significant effort to use GrabCut [4] to generate reasonable rotated boxes but it is much less reliable and general compared to KCR.

We believe this problem should be solved by a learning process. Consider a human has learnt to draw a rotated bounding box of banana. Now if you tell the person what a cucumber is by simply pointing at it, the person should be able to draw a rotated bounding box enclosing the cucumber. We, as human, can effortless do this because we intrinsically separate task knowledge (skills) and domain knowledge (objects). Inspired by this, we think it is possible, not trivially, to design a learning framework enabling the rotated detector to learn task and domain knowledge from two separate datasets.

D. Using Grabcut for Rotated Detection

In this section, we further elaborate how we tackle the weakly-supervised rotated detection problem via Grabcut as a heuristic baseline.

The axis-aligned boundary box for the detection is used as the initial ROI for the GrabCut algorithm. The mask is then post-processed with erosion and dilation operations to smooth the boundary of the generated mask. To determine the angle of the tightest boundary box to enclose a ship, we find the pixel coordinate that does not belong to this mask that is nearest the center of the ROI. From this, we can determine the width of the short side of the elongated object and the angle of rotation. Ideally the vector \( V_{\text{min}} \) from the minimum non-masked coordinate to the center of the ROI is perpendicular to the side of the object \( V_{\text{perp}} \). Hence, we can find the angle \( R_{\theta} \) of our rotated boundary box \( R \) from \( V_{\text{perp}} \).

We can then simply derive the width in equation 2 (where we subtract the extra dilation of the mask) and height in equation 1 with the estimated angle \( R_{\theta} \) and parameters from the original axis-aligned boundary box \( B \), giving us all parameters needed for a tight rotated boundary box \( R \).

As observed in figure D2a and D2c, there are scenarios
where this method works effectively. It is also noted that in figure D2c, other methods such as using minimum enclosing rectangle on the mask itself would not work due to the over-masking, we would end up with the same axis-aligned bounding box. However, this method is obviously not infallible, if the ROI is not centered on the target properly as observed in D2b, or the mask does not smoothly enclose the object on at least one side, there is a significant error in the sensitive angle calculation. Heuristically, this algorithm produced superior results on HRSC [3] compared with minimum area rectangle that encloses the mask, which is why it was chosen as the alternate baseline for this paper. Furthermore, we demonstrated that using this algorithm as a post-processing step on model predictions results in higher AP than compared to the native axis-aligned detection.

\[
R_{\text{height}} = 2 \times (|V_{\text{min}}| - C_{\text{dilation}}) \tag{1}
\]

\[
R_{\text{width}} = \frac{\max(B_{\text{height}}, B_{\text{width}})}{\max(|\cos(R_{\theta})|, |\sin(R_{\theta})|)} \tag{2}
\]

E. More Qualitative Visualizations

In this section, we show more visualizations of KCR on test set in Figure E3 and some failure cases in Figure E4.
Figure E3. More comparison between original learning and KCR both trained with axis-aligned ground truth of the target dataset. For KCR, we use rotation augmented coco as source datasets. The first two rows are from HRSC [2] test dataset. The last two rows are from SSDD [5] test dataset.

Figure E4. Failure cases of KCR. For the first two cases, some KCR rotated boxes are not tight. But they are still much tighter than axis-aligned boxes. For last two cases, KCR either detects two ships as one or detects the ship trace. Original detector also fails in those two cases.
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